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NFT game trends in the market

Market share of Vietnam: 2nd rank in Southeast Asia in term of 
mobile gaming download, followed by Indonesia with 38%.

Market share of Vietnam: 2nd rank in Southeast Asia in term 
of mobile gaming download
In 2020, the Vietnamese game market share has grown by 
10% in term of downloads.

In 2020, Game industry accounts for ~166 billion USD

In 2021, the game industry is valued at about $175 billion with nearly 3 
billion players around the world (up 5.3%). NFT market explodes in 2021 
with 10.7 billion USD Transaction Volume in Q3 (According to DappRadar).

By 2023, it is predicted to surpass 200 billion USD, more than 7 times higher 
than the music market. (According to Newszoo)
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According: https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/global-games-mar-
ket-to-generate-175-8-billion-in-2021-despite-a-slight-decline-the-market-is-on-track-to-surpass-200-billion-in-2023/

According: https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/2020-da-
ta-confirms-vietnam-as-one-of-the-worlds-most-dynamic-mobile-gaming-markets/ 2



Market research

Axie Infinity

Decentraland

The Sandbox

Illuvium

Radio caca

WEMIX

Gala

My Neighbor Alice $ 330,239,277

$ 631,155,246

$ 683,713,741

$ 696,253,634

$ 783,449,725

$ 2,393,225,752

$ 5,073,921,971

$ 9,521,464,925

According: https://coinmarketcap.com/nft/

According: https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/2020-da-
ta-confirms-vietnam-as-one-of-the-worlds-most-dynamic-mobile-gaming-markets/
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What is Ancient Kingdom metaverse

Ancient Kingdom is the 1st ancient martial arts 
game on the blockchain platform, pioneering the 
realization of real-time games on the blockchain platform.

To expand that terrific system, Ancient Kingdom empowers 
players to skipper profound maps, manned power to train and 
find the pinnacle of fame and resources. When found, rich 
cases that are marked can be mined, refined and exchanged 
through an organization of business mining establishments, 
processing plants, and the Universal marketplace. 
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vision ancient kingdom
Acdom's vision is to be at the top of the Game NFT 

ranking in Vietnam and Southeast Asia

We target to make more critical uses of connecting in 
global digital infrastructure, both geographically and 

cross-protocol, bringing forth the true promises of the 
core technology that players can explore newly 

emerging regions of space and store assets on various 
chains, all while connected all-in-one game experience.

With Acdom, we build an Ecosystem with more 
extraordinary things about Game, Martial Art, Play, and 
Cryptocurrency in-game to become Gaming Metaverse.

Acdom's vision is to be at the top of the Game NFT 
ranking in Vietnam and Southeast Asia

We target to make more critical uses of connecting in 
global digital infrastructure, both geographically and 

cross-protocol, bringing forth the true promises of the 
core technology that players can explore newly 

emerging regions of space and store assets on various 
chains, all while connected all-in-one game experience.

With Acdom, we build an Ecosystem with more 
extraordinary things about Game, Martial Art, Play, and 
Cryptocurrency in-game to become Gaming Metaverse.
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Gameplay and features
Starting the game

Players will register an account 
on the game's homepage

(Each IP address can register only one account)

Players will choose 1 of 3 
character's major

(Can be changed later buy change orders)

Lv.0 Lv.90
Training Level

Buy experience package

Activate rebirth function

Acdom's vision is to be at the top of the Game NFT 
ranking in Vietnam and Southeast Asia

We target to make more critical uses of connecting in 
global digital infrastructure, both geographically and 

cross-protocol, bringing forth the true promises of the 
core technology that players can explore newly 

emerging regions of space and store assets on various 
chains, all while connected all-in-one game experience.

With Acdom, we build an Ecosystem with more 
extraordinary things about Game, Martial Art, Play, and 
Cryptocurrency in-game to become Gaming Metaverse.

Acdom's vision is to be at the top of the Game NFT 
ranking in Vietnam and Southeast Asia

We target to make more critical uses of connecting in 
global digital infrastructure, both geographically and 

cross-protocol, bringing forth the true promises of the 
core technology that players can explore newly 

emerging regions of space and store assets on various 
chains, all while connected all-in-one game experience.

With Acdom, we build an Ecosystem with more 
extraordinary things about Game, Martial Art, Play, and 
Cryptocurrency in-game to become Gaming Metaverse.
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Version 1
In the game will be divided into 2 types
of maps for players

Version 2

The map for training:

Players can upgrade their items, equipment by in-game 
currency or increase damage by support poison. Also you 
can damage boss, mini boss, monster leader for dropping 
rare NFTs (Lucky equipment required for more increase 
drop-luck)

Experience level up for status point, items
(Sell for in-game currencies)

There will be 4 PK modes in this map
Peace, Friends, Guilds, Kill All

Futures will update:
In the next update, we will update new modes such as:

Siege War, World Boss, Guild Duel, More Update on 
Boss NFTs Rewards, Fighting PK Mode…

Map for minting: 

Players will have to use Gold to enter the map. In 
the map, when fighting bosses, there will be a 
chance to minting currency in-game (KING)

Noted: The map's monsters are very strong, players should 
carefully equip equipment to not be destroyed by monsters, this 
map has only 1 mode: KILL ALL, highly recommended to go with 
your guild to support each other well than
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Network

Name

Total supply

Usecase

Currency in-game

GOLD

2.000.000.000 tokens

Market in-game: Enter VIP 
map; shopping items in 
Game'shop

Token in-game

Binance Smart Chain

KING

Unlimited

Figting bosses to get the 
Tokens

Crypto 

Binance Smart Chain

DOM

2.000.000.000 tokens

For staking, farming, payment 
fee, payment unit on 
Marketplace, Rewards for 
participating in special 
events, For buying Items & 
Lands, For providing liquidity 
on exchanges

Token in the Ancient Kingdom
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Earn with Ancient KingdomEarn with Ancient Kingdom

01E A R N  W I T H  D E F I

Earn DOM Earn DOM Earn KING

Farming Staking
DOM

Trading Play to
earn

Trading NFTs, Materials,
Equipments on Marketplace
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02E A R N  W I T H  G A M E

DOM: Token in-reality GOLD: Currency in-game KING: Token in-game

Paid player

NFT

Gold

1st
move

2nd
move

Opened map
(more than 50% productivity)

Other activities3rd
move

Gold

DOMBuy

Enter Special
map Kill Boss 1 time

consuming 

1 time
consuming

VIP 1 - VIP 2Pass

Pass

Combat
capability

Public sale for all Kill Boss

Used
itemsBuy

Advanced
equipment

Combat capability Free player Basic equipment 

Upgrade

Gold Used items

Special map
for VIPs

With chain

Surround 

Group
combat 

Live
tournament

Blind box

Players can trade NFT
free of charge

After the player creates a character for free,
the system will give away certain free items

 The items that you want to own later must
overcome obstacles -> exchange for gold -> buy

 There are 12 VIP levels,
automatically upgraded when qualified

 Public map,
players with low fighting ability

will find profits too difficult

Exclusive maps
guarantee profits Highest Profits
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Target customers &
market scope

Application

Type of game

Market Scope

Gender

Age

75% Male and 25% Female

The world 

Games, Martial Arts, Play
Swordsmanship, Cryptocurrency

Mobile and PC

18 - 55 years old

Investors, Player, Traders, Partners
Farmer, Game developer,

Creator, Enterainer
Target customers
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Marketing
Our Network
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Acdom has a strategic partnership with 20+ 
leading global pr that ensure Acdom will be 
converted at least 500K players

Public Marketplace

Acdom's network of crypto KOLs and 
gamers contributes to the addition of 500K 
participants.

Facebook KOLs / Livestreaming

500K players more participants from AMA 
actions

Webinar / AMA

 500K-1M players

Reddit, Discord, and Instagram
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Pre-LaunchPHASE IDO Marketplace

Holder target 12.000 Holder 20.000 Holder

Community
target

Maintenance

200.000 User Follow 
community including 
(Telegram 100k, Twitter 50k, 
Discord 30k, Facebook 20k, 
Reddit 1k)

100 Partner (4 backer, 3 
Advisor, 60 partners)

350.000 User Follow 
community including 
(Telegram 150k, Twitter 
100k, Discord 70k, Facebook 
50k, Reddit 2k)

100 Partner (4 backer, 3 
Advisor, 60 partners)

500.000 User Follow 
community

100k NRU/month

(*) NRU: New register user

Communication
target

Total impression: 3M
Total reach: 10K

Total impression: 1M
Total reach: 5K

Marketing Target
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In addition to revenue from token sales, we have 
other revenue streams from in-game activities.

Revenue sourceS

All transactions on Market NFT
are subject to fees

All fee for training, trading and
crafting in-game

Fees when players want to
craft items and NFTs
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tokenomic

SEED ROUND  100.000.000 5% 9% at TGE, cliff in next 2 months,
then vesting linearly 3,5% monthly

PRIVATE SALE  300.000.000 15% 12% at TGE, cliff in next 2 months,
then vesting linearly 5,18% monthly

20% at TGE, cliff in next 2 months
then release each 20% after 02 months

STAKING
REWARD

 500.000.000 25% 2,5% at TGE, cliff in next 2 months
then release each 2,5% after 02 months

IN-GAME
REWARD

 620.000.000 31% 2,5% at TGE,
then release each 5% after 05 months

ADVISORS  60.000.000 3% Locked for 12 months
then vesting linearly over 12 months

TEAM  150.000.000 7,5% Locked for 12 months
then vesting linearly over 12 months

LIQUIDITY  60.000.000 3%

MARKETING  200.000.000 10% 3 months cliffs, vesting linearly over
36 months

PUBLIC SALE  10.000.000

$0,006

$0,01

$0,0120,5%

NAME

SYMBOL

CHAIN

TOTAL SUPPLY

TOKEN TYPE

USE

Ancient Kingdom 

DOM

Binance Smart Chain

2.000.000.000 tokens

Utility

Governance
Play 2 Earn

5%

15%

0.5%

25% 31%

3%

7.5%

3%

10%

Locking SchedulePriceSupplyAmount (DOM)Allocation
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ROAD MAP

Journey begins - Build game - Research 
game and NFTs

Q3 - 2021Q3 - 2021

Develop game test version - Launching website, 
deck, Building community, Call for the first round 

of strategy, Seed round and Private Sale.
       

IDO/IEO - Launching NFTs Sale - Release Acdom 
Marketplace - Release Acdom V1 on Browser - 

Launching features: Ranking function - Launching 
PVP/PVE

Q4 - 2021Q4 - 2021

Expand partnerships, run marketing programs - 
Upgrade the game (characters, equipment, 

features,...)

Q2 - 2022Q2 - 2022

CEXs/DEX listing - Run marketing program 
open NFT market - Release Farming - 
Release Official Game version - App 

version Android and Testflight

Q1 - 2022Q1 - 2022

Mobile Game - Available on both Android 
and iOS operating systems - Ranking 

tournament with many prizes - Stake DOM 
and GOLD to earn other tokens (DOM, 
BNB, USDT,...) - Implement buyback and 

burn - Partner with influencers

Q3 - 2022Q3 - 2022

Strategic cooperation and product 
development - Major exchange listing - 

Fighting Upgrade (PvE) - Reduce gas fees 
and integrate new functions - Upgrade API 

- Update more maps for Mobile Game 
(PvP) - Siege War/ Sect Battle

Q4 - 2022Q4 - 2022
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CORE TEAM

HA TRANG
CEO

LARRY HUY
CTO

Co-founder Amun capital

Nearly 10 years working on the financial 
market, especially related to raising fund and 

investor relations.

In charge of investor relations manager of 
GELEX group, which has market capital of 

more than $400million and listed on Hochiminh 
Stock Exchange (HOSE).

Number of experiences on structuring and 
processing M&A deals on Investment Banking 

(IB) field. 

Head of studio Guangdong, with 8 years of 
experience in IT industry, Larry Huy has built 

nearly 50 projects which were totally successfully 
raised millions of dollars. In addition, he and his 

team achieved 3rd prize of Hackathon contest at 
Vietnam Blockchain Hub 2018 (The biggest 

Blockchain event in Vietnam and grand prize in 
TomoChain Hackathon 2018.)

Always keeping abreast of new software 
technologies, as well as conforming to best 

practices in cybersecurity is his working motto. 
His co-workers find him to be a great CTO with a 

mathematical brain and an eye for details.
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JOE TRẦN
CMO

Co-founder Amun capital

Joe Tran is a CMO at Acdom NFTs, Prior to 
Acdom, Joe spent five years working with 

many marketing roles in the cryptocurrency, 
blockchain projects such as Beowulf 

Blockchain, Kryptono Exchange and the other 
CEX, DEX projects. Joe also worked for 

Quickom telecommunication, ULI distance 
learning projects where he was a business 

analyst, and Earable neuroscience as a content 
leader.

 
Joe began his career in Supply-chain 

management for European Business (Czech 
Republic).

He received his BS in International Commerce 
& Tourism from Saigon University and Paris-Est 

Créte University.

LIAM ĐIỀU
Senior Game Developer

Liam Dieu is an experienced game designer with 
a proven history of working in the computer 

game industry.

Solve quickly when there is a problem,smoothly 
in work and without much delay.

He has worked on many mobile game  projects 
(creative, GE...) and various genres

With 8 years of experience in Game Design and 
Game Development industry.Passionate about 

playing and making games, especially 2D action 
games!

Currently, working as Senior Game Developer 
with many interesting projects on a daily basis.

BRIAN PHẠM
Product design lead

Brained graduated excellent from the Graphic 
Design Department of Ha Noi University, 

besides he completed The Advanced Design 
course at FPT Arena. Brian has nearly 10 years 

of creative design experience, contributing 
significantly to the success of domestic and 

foreign projects such as Tiki education system, 
Instant Money Landing system, Wetrade 

global project...

Not only passionate about creating graphics, 
but also he has a special interest in the game 
field. Brian has 8 years of experience in the 

field of game design, from games with simple 
graphics to 3D motion games. He has made 
significant contributions to the development 
of today's game platforms. It can be said that 

Brian is one of the people who laid the 
development foundation for this game project.
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